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For their continued support, we thank the Town of Orange, Orange County,

GAGA
Gala

the great antique
& glorious art auction
to benefit The Arts Center In Orange
An evening of fine food and drink wrapped around
an auction of fine art and antiques hosted by
auctioneer Norman Dill.
Lark Mason, renowned expert in Chinese art and antiques
who appears on the PBS series, Antiques Roadshow, and
President and Founder of iGavel Auctions will be joining
us on Saturday, November 14!
2013’s GAGA Gala was an unprecedented success.
The generosity of our donors and sponsors was matched
only by the joy of the auction buyers. Precious family
heirlooms found new loving homes and The Arts Center
In Orange raised over $30,000!
If you have an antique to contribute to this year’s GAGA
auction, please contact The Arts Center In Orange, or talk
to one of us. And, do it quick! The sooner we get your
treasure listed, the better the price it will bring and the
more good it can do!
Very Sincerely,
The Arts Center In Orange Board of Directors
Ed Harvey, Betsy Brantley, Suzie Bresee, Sharon
Mohrmann, Phil Audibert, Ginger Donelson, Phyllis
Johnson, Sally Mickley, Jack Miller, Cheryl Lea McClure,
Elizabeth Perdue, Jeff Poole
and Buzz VanSantvoord
The Arts Center in Orange, Inc. is a non-profit corporation 501(c)(3).
Your contribution is tax deductible to the extent of the law.

THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
We often get inquiries from other communities interested in creating their own arts centers based on our model.
While we’re flattered by that and do all we can to help and support them, they often ask one question that really
sticks in our craw: “What’s the financial impact of an arts center?”
It’s not that the Arts Center In Orange doesn’t benefit the local economy. It does. We mail commission and
teacher paychecks out to dozens of local artists every month, supporting an arts community within the larger
community, and an industry in and of itself. We shop locally for goods and services. And we make Orange more
attractive to tourists, homebuyers and main street diners. All very nice and definitely important, but not our mission.
Our impact on the community isn’t felt exclusively in dollars and cents. We believe our impact is much more difficult to measure
because IT’S A QUALITY OF LIFE ISSUE!
The arts have always been integral to the lives of Orange County citizens. We value the arts for their intrinsic benefits—their beauty
and vision and how they inspire, soothe, provoke and connect us. They enrich our lives and create an environment that attracts
skilled, educated workers and helps us raise our children to be creative, well-rounded adults. The arts provide bridges between
cultures and generations. The arts ennoble us and, historically, it’s how we judge a civilization!
When it comes to the arts, our community has an embarrassment of riches. Orange can boast an exceptionally talented and growing
dance, theater, music and visual arts community all with eager and supportive patrons. And, we have a Main Street Arts Center
In Orange with year-round classes, a recognized gallery, a gift shop representing more than 150 local artists, and a community
outreach effort that has touched the lives of thousands from age 2 to 102, making sure that access to the arts in our community are
available to any and all regardless of age, income or disability.
Since the Arts Center’s founding in 1997, thousands have contributed donations of $5 to $100,000, and hundreds have
contributed thousands of volunteer hours to create and keep an Arts Center in Orange and enhance that quality of life.
And while we believe our external impact extends far beyond dollars and cents, managing our own finances is a delicate balance. The
Arts Center’s income is derived from a mosaic of funding sources—an ever-changing mix of earned revenue, government support
and private-sector contributions. By offering our programs free and at-cost, we generally are able to earn a third of the funds it
takes to sustain our operation. The other two-thirds is raised through grants and contributions—contributions from those who
see the true value of our Arts Center for its intangible impact beyond the figures of a spreadsheet. PLEASE CONTINUE TO GIVE YOUR
FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO THE ARTS CENTER…IT’S WORTH IT!
ED HARVEY, PRESIDENT
Yes! I want to support The Arts Center In Orange with a gift.
Enclosed is my/our gift of $
. Please direct this gift to support The Arts Center:
 Undesignated, where needed most 		
Class Scholarships ($80 each)		
Community Outreach
Name (as you would like it to appear on our donor wall and in our annual donor list):
						
Date:
Address:
					
					
Home Phone:
Email:
			
				
I would like to pay by: Check enclosed (payable to The Arts Center In Orange)
		
Visa Mastercard Discover American Express Signature:
			
Card #
				
Exp. Date
Billing Zip Code:
In Honor/Memory of:
			
Anonymous Gift
Matching Gift Company (Please enclose gift form)
Return to: The Arts Center In Orange, PO Box 13, Orange, VA 22960
-- Gifts to The Arts Center In Orange are tax-deductible to the extent provided by law. --

Recognition Levels
Patron - $1,000 or more
Benefactor - $500-$999
Visionary - $250-$499
Art Angel - $100-$249
Friend - up to $99
Donate online at:
www.artscenterinorange.com

Thank You for
Your Support!

In the Morin Gallery

Opening Reception: Thursday, June 4 from 5-7pm

Nol Putnam

Exhibit Dates: June 4 - July 31, 2015

(Summer holiday closing, June 29 - July 5)

AN IRON WILL
A blacksmith coaxes forms delicate and strong in an alchemy of discipline, force and vision.
by JANINE LATUS
photography by ADAM EWING
HUNTLY, VIRGINIA – Nol Putnam forges wind from iron, his
hammer metronomic at 2½ strikes a second, steel against iron
against anvil. The angle of the peen and the force of his followthrough shape hot metal the way a rolling pin pushes pastry.
Putnam, 80, has been creating art from iron for more than 40
years. His hands are strong, his shoulders broad, his hearing
damaged by the clang and the clatter. Flying sparks have
burned constellations into his beret and shards of metal have
scarred his skin, yet he awakens each day excited to return to
his fire.
Hot like this, the crystalline molecules of the metal slide past one
another and re-form under Putnam’s tools as delicate petals
and leaves, or as soaring swoops and swirls that cantilever out
over broad bases. In the sculpture garden outside his White Oak
Forge in Huntly, Virginia, 90 minutes north of Charlottesville on
rollercoaster roads, the 7-foot-tall West Three Wind circles back
on itself three times before shooting back through all three layers
and off toward the distant sky. It is part of his series Lines In Space,
some of the sculptures man-sized and some small enough to sit
on a table, and all inspired by the childhood books by Thornton
Burgess, whose Old Mother West Wind is depicted as lines that
eddy off toward the horizon.
“When you’re doing something like that you have to worry about
not just the physical engineering of how it’s going to stand up
and who’s going to come play on it,” Putnam says, “but then
how is that negative space or the space you’ve defined going
to look to the eye?”
The sculpture weighs about 400 pounds, yet Putnam made it alone, heating the metal in his 3,000-degree forge, drawing the curves in
chalk on the primitive platen table and bending the metal to meet them, then pounding it with both a mechanical air hammer and his
own strength and persistence. For weeks he shaped component parts, then lay each out on blocks on his smithy floor, sometimes using a
crane to manipulate them into position, sometimes welding them to the bucket of his tractor in order to keep them in place.

Today he is working with pure iron imported from England – “like forging butter, relatively,”
he says, using tongs to hold a finger-width rod into the fire. Pure iron has a fibrous grain like
that of wood, which makes it easy to stretch and bend and shape. Add a little carbon into
the latticework of the iron and you create steel, a material much stronger but also more
rigid, and thus harder to transform into items of delicate beauty.
Putnam turns a rheostat that controls a fan that blows air through the hot coals, the bellows
long gone. He pushes the green coal to the edges of the fire with a toothless rake and pulls
more coke toward the center. The rake was the first tool he ever made, and he uses it every
day, all day, its handle smooth in his calloused palm. On the side of the forge are a pair of
tongs he made himself, and a pair given to him by his mentor. There’s a center punch, too,
salvaged from the smithy of his best friend when he died half a decade back.
The iron glows red, itself nearing 2,200 degrees, and Putnam carries it to the anvil and begins
his rhythmic pounding, each strike precise.
“People come in and say, ‘Oh, you’re such an artist,’ which is very flattering,” he says, “but
what they don’t understand is that it’s about 90 percent practice and only 10 percent
genius. In any profession you develop the skill by practice, and that’s what most people
don’t do.”
Indeed, his former mentor would give beginners a two-by-four with an X drawn on one end,
and only when they could hit the X each time with the center of their hammer were they
allowed to work with iron.
In the forge, north of Charlottesville,
Nol Putnam uses tools he’s bought
and tools he’s made.
Discipline, though,
comes first.
The anvil is the birthing
place of delicate leaves,
curious egrets, running roosters
-- and cathedral qates seen by millions.
Putnam likes to have movement in every
piece he makes.

Putnam strikes the end of the rod 43 times to bring it to a point, then returns it to
the fire.
Both the building and the fire that is the heart of the building are called forges,
although the building can also be called a smithy. This is Putnam’s seventh, the
design winnowed by him from what worked in the ones that came before. There
are skylights over the anvil for natural light, and broad windows that frame birds
and trees and the pond that separates his workshop from his home. The chimney
rises 22 feet – the higher the chimney, the better the draw; the better the draw,
the hotter the fire. The Venturi effect pulls ash and smoke up the chimney and
out of the shop. The floor is 4-inch-thick reinforced concrete; his pneumatic

hammer sits on a massive block of wood that
rests on its own 4-foot cube of concrete, set
deeper than the building’s footers so that
the vibration of the machine won’t set up
a resonance that will crack the floors and
12-foot-tall walls.
The beam-mounted crane is 2 feet higher
still, giving Putnam room to manipulate
long lengths of iron without bashing lights or
banging the ceiling. Hundreds of hammers
hang next to the forge, the handles of his
favorites smooth from use. Nearby are racks
of U-shaped forms, some narrow, some wide,
designed sometime along the 3,000-year
history of man’s manipulation of metal. The
bottom half of the form is designed to fit into
a slot in the anvil; the upper form has a hole
for a handle like a hammer’s. In a two-person
shop the upper form is held by the blacksmith
while an apprentice strikes it from above,
squeezing and shaping the hot metal inch
by inch. In Putnam’s shop the striking is done
by his pneumatic hammer – his mechanical
apprentice – a machine so brutish it can
crush metal, yet with Putnam’s trained toes
on the air pressure level is gentle enough to
close a matchbox without crushing a corner.
Putnam pulls the red metal again from the fire
and aligns it under the head of the massive
air hammer. Pound after pound it flattens
the metal into a lozenge, a flat lollipop on its
way to becoming a leaf, its color fading from
orange to gray.
“This is where it’s dangerous,” he says, holding
the back of his hand over the piece to confirm.
The color is gone but the temperature still
hovers at about 1,000 degrees. He sticks the
metal back into the fire.
Nol Putnam grew up on a farm, working with
his hands. He adored three-dimensional
geometry, and lived a life rich with books
and music. He became a teacher of history
and the creator of cultural bridges between
incoming Native American students and the
faculty of a western Massachusetts boarding
school. He was in his late 30s when he read
a library book on blacksmithing and used
it and his dad’s hammer – plus a lot of selfdescribed stubbornness – to begin his new
career. In his first decade he paid his dues
making hooks and andirons and fireplace
tools, then standing in heat and rain and
cold at craft fairs, peddling his wares.

In the next decade he turned his tools to
architectural and structural work – balconies
and railings and ornate iron gates of steel
and copper and brass. The ideas come to
him in dreams, fully formed; his job then is to
awaken and capture them onto bedside
paper and then to translate those sketches
into something clients can understand.
For the Rockefeller family he forged brass into
a 16-foot-wide gate adorned with a delicate
tree. For what he called his “Rousseau Gate”
he created nine leaves, 3 and 5 and 8 feet
tall. For each commission he visits the site,
talks with the clients about their vision, then
returns later with two sketches. He could
make more, but the conversations would
then be complicated.
“I encourage clients to mark up the drawings,
to say yea and nay, to tell me what they like
and don’t,” he says. “I don’t like commission
work to simply be an exchange of money.
I prefer for the clients to be part of the
process, even to the point of coming down
and taking a ceremonial whack just to see
what it’s like. Then the whole piece becomes
more meaningful for everybody.”
Now he pulls the flat leaf from the fire and
draws a mental line down its center, then
hammers on one side of it and then the other.
“See the line down the middle?” he says.
“Now I’m going to put some veins it and then
whiffle it so it look like it has some life.”
He returns it to the fire.

Putnam forged 250 petals and leaves of a
much heavier iron for a pair of gates that hang
in the National Cathedral in Washington. The
ornate Folger Gate, installed in 1995, frames
the entryway to the columbarium in the
Chapel of St. Joseph of Arimathea. Nearby
hangs Putnam’s Brown Gate, and behind
that the ashes of ambassadors and bishops,
architects and musicians, but also those of
Helen Keller and her caregiver, Annie Sullivan.
“It’s a beautiful building, but it’s a little
overwhelming to think about being there,”
he says.
He got the job through word of mouth,
and began work with nothing more than a
handshake. For the next year and a half he
worked – 1,200 hours of forming flowers and
forging the frame. The pistil on each flower
and the rivets that connect the crosspieces
are all different; one depicts the face of
Yoda from Star Wars.
The gates had to meet specifications for how
they hung in the arched entryway, and they
had to open and close, and latch smoothly.
Beyond those parameters Putnam was free
to design to his own vision.
“I was just really fortunate – that I was given
the chance and that I could rise to the
occasion,” he says. “Fortunately, I think it’s
some of the best work I ever did.” The gates
are considered to be part of the fabric of
the building, the things that give life to the
structure: the stone carvings, the windows,
the tapestries, the ironwork – everything that
gives it texture.

Nol Putnam’s hands, scarred with burns and bits
of metal, bring into being forms that come to him in
dreams. He started blacksmithing in his late 30s.

“AN IRON WILL” has been

reprinted from the Summer 2014
issue of DISTINCTION
(www.distinctionhr.com),
and used with permission of the
author (www.janinelatus.com)
and the photographer (www.
adamewing.com).

A simple leaf, opposite, might take Putnam 15
minutes; the Folger gate for the National Cathedral,
1,200 hours. Below, the Brown gate.

He was hired by Canon Richard T. Feller,
the longtime and well-known Clerk of the
Works – chief administrator in charge of all
construction and artwork for the cathedral,
the sixth-largest in the world.
“He was a serious man who took his work very
seriously and demanded that everybody
else do the same,” Putnam says. “It made
him sometimes difficult to work with. I didn’t
particularly have a problem with it, but he
held your nose to the grindstone in order to
get your best work, and it was a valuable
lesson.”
In the midst of that work, another office of the
cathedral called. Former President Gerald
Ford was ill, and if he died he would come
to the cathedral to lie in state, yet all the
cathedral owned were four “tacky, wobbly
wooden candlesticks,” Putnam says. “They
called me up, desperate, and said, ‘Please
please, we need this immediately!’ ”
There are few emergencies in artisanal
blacksmithing, nor can things easily be
rushed. Luckily, President Ford did not die
at that time, but the candlesticks, tall and
simple and reflective of some of the patterns
in the stonework, still stand sentinel.

ThankYou!

Putnam pulls the leaf from the fire and holds
it on the forward-pointing cone of the anvil.
He taps the metal with his hammer, twisting
the leaf until it looks blown by the wind. Then
he positions a chisel-like hardy upright in
the tool slot of the anvil, lays the leaf’s stem
across the hardy’s edge and takes four solid
whacks, slicing nearly through the stem. It is
poor form, he says, to cut all the way through
and send the hot metal shooting across the
shop. Years ago a piece broke loose and
whacked him on the head and knocked him
out cold.
He clamps the leaf to a workbench and uses a
screaming electric grinder to blunt the sharp
edge, then holds the leaf and a stamp of his
initials under the head of a foot-powered
hammer – a tool invented in Michelangelo’s
day – and stomps, impressing his initials into
the stem, then buffs the leaf with a spinning
wheel of wire bristles. Last, he paints it with
his homemade elixir of turpentine, linseed oil
and beeswax, and buffs it dry.
“Now imagine doing all those steps
to every component of the cathedral
gate,” he says, as he holds up the
completed leaf.
“Patience is a virtue,” he says, his voice
as cadenced as his hammer, “seldom
in a woman … never in a man … but
always in a blacksmith.”

“Atlas Shrugged,” 28x12x10, mild steel & paint, 2013

Classes For Adults & Teens:
Felted Soap Workshop

This workshop is filled with fun & facts
about felting. Take home three finished felted soaps! A felted soap is
tough enough to scrub dirty hands,
yet gentle enough for most sensitive
skins. The wool fibers act as a mild
exfoliator. They continue to shrink as
you use the soap leaving a gentle
scrubbing pad when the soap is
gone. Choose from various wools &
scented & unscented soaps handcrafted from organic goats’ milk.

Date: June 6
Time: Saturday, 10am - 1pm
Instructor: Nan Crawford
Registration: $35, all materials
included. A detailed instruction
sheet will be provided.

Raku Firing Workshop
with Virginia Pates

Join artist and educator Virginia
Pates for a three-part Raku Workshop this summer at The Arts Center In Orange. The workshop is for
students 16 and up. No experience
is necessary.

Dates: June 13, July 11, August 8
Time: Saturdays, 10am-2pm
Instructor: Virginia Pates
Ages: Adults (16 and up)
Registration $95, Supply Fee $35

Wednesday Night
Clay Club

This class offers one-on-one
instruction in throwing and hand
building for those who have
always wanted to try clay or
have always meant to get back
to it. Demonstrations and discussion of form and concepts assist
students exploring their own clay
project goals. This is an informal
class and a lot of fun!

This class is ongoing.
No pre-requisite is required.
The class is offered again
August 19, 26, September 2,
9, 16, 23.

Drawing from
Still-Life & Photograph
with Clinton Helms

Dates: July 8, 15, 22, 29, August 5, 12
Time: Wednesdays, 6-8pm
Instructor: Aimee Hunt
Ages: Adults
Registration $95, Supply Fee $35

Using pencil and charcoal,
explore basic and advanced
drawing techniques in still-life’s
and portraits. You will learn how
to add life to your work using
value and tone. Classes will be
ongoing and meet weekly. Each
session is geared toward the
student being able to start and
finish a drawing in the chosen
session. All skill levels are welcome - beginners, intermediate
and advanced.

Dates: Session I: June 6, 13, 20, 27
Session II: July 11, 18, 25
Session III: August 1, 8, 22, 29
Time: Saturdays, 2-4:30pm
Instructor: Clinton Helms, MFA
Ages: Adults
Fee:
3 classes/month - $105
4 classes/month - $140
Supply List provided at registration

Adult & Teen Classes continued
Acrylic & Oil Painting
with Ed King

Explore acrylics and oils through a
variety of painting exercises as the
instructor addresses color, composition, value and style. One-on-one
guidance makes this an appropriate class for a wide range of students from beginner to advanced.

Dates: July 8, 15, 22, 29,
August 5, 12
Time: Wednesdays, 7-9pm
Instructor: Ed King
Ages: Teens, Adults
Registration $95, Supply list upon
registration

New Media Exploration

Explore new products that are
trending right now: Inktense
pencils, neo color crayons and
Gelli Print. The instructor will demonstrate and then give you the
opportunity to create your own
artwork. This class is great for those
who work with paint, fiber or mixed
media.

Date: July 25
Time: Saturday, 10am-12pm
Instructor: Pam Derrickson
Ages: Teens, Adults
Registration: $30, Supply Fee $15

Hand Building
with Clay

Drawing:
Basics to Experimental
with Carol Barber

Long time instructor, Sally Mickley
will guide you in the how and why
of hand building - what you can
and cannot do with clay. Start
with the basics, and then move on
to more advanced work. We will
work progressively, each student at
their individual level. This class is ongoing. No pre-requisite is required.

We will work on shading with still-life
drawings and expanding our ideas
with sketchbook experiments. This
class is open to all experience
levels. The instructor will individually
modify the class just for you.

Dates: September 14, 21, 28,
October 5, 12, 19
Time: Mondays, 10am-12pm
Instructor: Sally Mickley
Ages: Adults
Registration $95, Supply Fee $35

Dates: September 10, 17, 24, October 1, 8, 15
Time: Thursdays, 6-8pm
Instructor: Carol Barber
Ages: Teens & Adults
Registration $95, Supply list upon
registration

Learn about more classes & events at:

www.artscenterinorange.com

Adult & Teen Classes continued

T.G.I.Art

Uncork Your Creativity!

Looking for a great girls’ night out? Invite your friends to a fun Friday night at
The Arts Center In Orange. Talented artist, Carol Barber, guides the class in
a step-by-step workshop. Create a beautiful piece of art to take home with
you in just one evening. Gather your friends and bring your favorite beverage and snack. This is a great experience in a relaxed atmosphere.

Time: Fridays, 6-9pm
Instructor: Carol Barber, MFA
Ages: Adults
Registration $30, Supply Fee $15

A Special Back-to-School T.G.I.Art for Teachers!
This class will meet the last Friday before Orange
County goes back to school, so Carol will offer her
new “Whimsical Wineglass” - just for teachers - at a
$10 discount. Bring your co-workers for a great night
of relaxation, team building and a chance to enjoy
the last of the summer wine!
Registration $20, Supply Fee $15

Moonlight Owl

Van Gogh Sunflowers

T.G.I.Art for Teens!

We have added two, brand new,
special T.G.I.Art classes. They are
open to teens and adults. This is a
great opportunity to create something beautiful with your friends
AND your teens. (No alcohol at
these classes, please.)

Date: June 19

(ages 13 and up)

Whimsical Wineglass
Date: August 21

Date: September 25

Flip-Flops
Date: July 10

Class Registration Form
* * Registration & payment must be received one week prior to the first day of class * *
Student Cancellations must be received prior to registration deadline for a refund.
Class Cancellations due to inclement weather or instructor illness will be rescheduled. Classes will not be held without sufficient enrollment.
Name 									 Phone 				
Address 			 					 Email 					
City/State 								 Zip 		

Sweet Life Cupcakes
Date: August14

I give The Arts Center In Orange
permission to photograph myself/
my child during class time, and use
the photographs for fundraising
and promotion. No ___ Yes___
If Student is under age 18, Please give an adult
contact.
Name
			
Ph# 				

(If child, age)		

Class 									 Date 					
Class 									 Date 					

Return completed
registration & payment to:
TACO, P.O. Box 13
Orange, VA 22960.

Toddler & Preschool Classes
Jungle Beat

Foster children’s imaginations in
this class for young artists and their
parents. Swing along as we read,
create art, dance, sing and play
instruments to our Jungle Theme.
Paint playfully patterned snakes,
dance along to The Animal Boogie, read about the “Very Busy
Spider”, create beautiful habitats
and use 3D materials to bring wild
animals to life.

Down on the Farm

Yee Haw! Check out life down on
the farm in this camp for young
artists and their parents. From
contented cows to dancing donkeys, we’ll learn all about animals
through books, art, instruments and
movement. Create a farm scene
from “All around the Farm” with
Eric Carle, create some “muddy”
pigs art and pig “snouts” to wear,
tell stories with barnyard puppets
and more!

Dates: July 6, 13, 20, 27
Time: Mondays, 9-10am
Instructor: Julie Jackson
Registration: $35 per pair,
Supplies: $10

Dive into a colorful ocean adventure in this class for young
artists and their parents. Explore
life under the sea through books,
songs, artful creations, rhythm
instruments and movement. Design an Eric Carle “House for Hermit Crab”, create an underwater
scene from “Swimmy”, and paint
“Sandcastles” to hang in your
room and more! This is a great
opportunity to create together!

Down by the Sea

Coming this Fall!
Mimic the Masters

Dates: June 1, 8, 15, 22
Time: Mondays, 9-10am
Instructor: Julie Jackson
Registration: $35 per pair,
Supplies: $10

Be inspired by major art movements from Impressionism to Modern Abstraction to create your very
own masterpieces. Be introduced
to famous artists and discover interesting facts about their lives. Discover creative expression through
the basics of visual language.

Dates: September 15, 22, 29,
October 6, 13
Time: Tuesdays, 9-9:45am
Instructor: Carol Barber
Ages: 3-6 years with an adult
partner
Registration $50, Supply Fee $10

Dates: Aug 10, 17, 24, 31
Time: Mondays, 9-10am
Instructor: Julie Jackson
Registration: $35 per pair,
Supplies: $10

Kids’ Classes & Summer Camps:
Art Start

Kick off your summer with a great
week immersed in art. Join your
friends in big collaborative projects, experiment during our day of
clay, try your hand at mixed media
collage, watercolor, resist, abstract
painting and more!

Jewelry Camp

Boys and girls, sign up early for the
Summer Jewelry Camp! Create
jewelry from beads, polymer clay,
and metal washers. Try your hand
at sculpey clay. Make a washer
necklace, a jump ring bracelet
and even a jewelry box!

Ages: 6-10

Ages: 8-13

Dates: June 15-19
Time: Mon-Fri, 10am-12pm
Instructor: Julie Jackson
Registration $75, Supplies $25

Barnyard Bash
Summer Camp

Head on down to the farm for
some barnyard fun! Create a sock
animal, seed mosaic, mixed-media
rooster, oil pastel sunflower, farm
landscape, horse sculpture, burlap
veggie print, livestock canvas, sunshine design, and papier-mâché
farm animal. Rise and shine!

Ages: 5-9

Wonderworks
Summer Camp
Ages: 7-12

Dates: June 22-26
Time: Mon-Fri, 10am-12pm
Instructor: Pam Derrickson
Registration $75, Supplies $25

Investigate the way things work and
produce some awesome art. Incorporate STEAM (science, technology,
engineering, art, and mathematics)
principles while constructing mobiles,
stabiles, light sculptures, tessellations,
kaleidoscopes, mosaics, wind chimes,
and more! Crank up the creativity!

CREATIVITY
is the Secret
Sauce in STEM!

Dates: July 13 – 17
Time: Mon-Fri, 10am-12pm
Instructor: Marvilyn Kennedy
Registration: $75, Supplies: $25

Dates: July 13 – 17
Time: Mon-Fri, 1-3pm
Instructor: Marvilyn Kennedy
Registration: $75, Supplies: $25

Ainissa Ramirez, Science Evangelist

FREE Last Saturday Art for Kids:
Saturday, June 27, July 25 & August 29; 10am-12pm
The class is FREE, but PLEASE call ahead (672-7311) to register, so that we know how many to prepare for.

Sponsored by:

Kids’ Classes & Summer Camps continued
Fun in the Sun
Summer Camp

Splash into summer and oceanthemed fun! Make a stained glass
light house, seashell flower pot,
sunset, pen and ink sea creature,
tropical tote bag, fish print t-shirt,
koi watercolor, sand bowl, clay fish,
and gel batik. Dive in!

All That Jazz
Summer Camp

Learn about line, color, shape, and
movement while creating jazzy art!
Use the patterns and flow of music
and motion to design a rhythmic
canvas, nylon sculpture, abstract
expression, alcohol ink coaster,
musical instrument, mixed-media
collage, dancing figure, instrument
assemblage, funky face, and wire
sculpture. Express yourself!

Ages: 7-12

Ages: 5-9

Ages: 5-9

Fabulous Fiber
Summer Camp

Combine the colors and textures
of wool, cotton, silk, and polar
fleece to create functional fiber
art. Explore wet and needle felting,
weaving, tie-dye, batik, embroidery, soft sculpture, and silk painting. Create stunning art!

Media Blitz
Summer Camp

Try new techniques and develop
your skills in a variety of wet and dry
art media. Explore Chinese brush
painting, impasto, reverse glass
painting, pen and ink, pastel, watercolor, printmaking, charcoal, bas
relief, and clay. Ready, set, go!

Into the Wild
Summer Camp

Lions and tigers and bears, oh my!
Combine your love for animals and
art while creatively exploring the
five biomes of the world. Head
to the tundra to meet polar bears
and penguins. Travel to the desert
with coyotes and lizards. Dive into
the sea alongside fish and other
marine life. Step into the forest
with tree frogs and chameleons.
Migrate to the grassland with the
animals of the African savanna. It’s
sure to be a wild time!

Ages: 7-12

Ages: 5-9

Dates: July 20 – 24
Time: Mon-Fri, 1-3pm
Instructor: Marvilyn Kennedy
Registration: $75, Supplies: $25

Add a cupful of make-believe and
a spoonful of flair. Stir in a dash of
invention and… bam! Fabulous
art! Create a kooky critter, magic
tree house, whimsical owl, button art, enchanted tree, fantastic
castle, stylized pet, Hundertwasser
town, Miro design, and wacky bird.
Imagine that!

Imagine That
Summer Camp

Ages: 7-12

Dates: July 20 – 24
Time: Mon-Fri, 10am-12pm
Instructor: Marvilyn Kennedy
Registration: $75, Supplies: $25

Dates: July 27 – 31
Time: Mon-Fri, 10am-12pm
Instructor: Marvilyn Kennedy
Registration: $75, Supplies: $25

Dates: July 27 – 31
Time: Mon-Fri, 1-3pm
Instructor: Marvilyn Kennedy
Registration: $75, Supplies: $25

Dates: Mon-Fri, August 3 – 7
Time: 10am-12pm
Instructor: Marvilyn Kennedy
Registration: $75, Supplies: $25

Date: August 3 – 7
Time: Mon-Fri, 1-3pm
Instructor: Marvilyn Kennedy
Registration: $75, Supplies: $25

HORTON
HAS A
MURAL!

Recently, The Arts Center In Orange had the pleasure
of introducing artist Susan Krieg to Sharon and Shannon
Horton of Horton Vineyards in Barboursville, VA.

“It was such a pleasure painting
in the winery. The lovely aroma of
wine penetrates the soul. Sharon and
Shannon provided photos and were
very specific about what they wanted
in the painting. It features the family’s
much loved German Shepherd, Viognier,
named after one of the variety of grapes
that Horton introduced to Virginia.
You can peek through the glass doors
of the tasting room to see the 9’ x 11’
mural which is located in the warehouse
area of the Chateau, or get the full
picture during the tour.”

Artist Susan Krieg, who moved to Virginia in 2010, is
known for her mixed-media collage paintings and murals. She has created murals and facilitated the creation of murals, including the
Hollywood Walk of Fame Doors Project and Judy Chicago’s Pomona Envisions the Future. In 2011 she worked with students at Orange
County High to create a mural in the school’s library. It depicts communication among people from pre-historic cave drawings to
modern means including telephones and social media. See more of Susan Krieg’s work at: www.kriegart.com

MUSE

June 1 - July 31 on the Walls at the Light Well Restaurant, 110 E Main St, Orange, VA
Muse is a group of eclectic artists who have come together with a common interest in the creative process. The
group’s goal is to share and critique one another’s work, collaborate on art projects and shows, and encourage
each other’s artistic endeavors in all types of media. This group’s focus is keeping their artistic eyes ever open for
inspiration and growth on the creative journey.
Artists: Pam Derrickson, Krissy Lavin, Sue Parker, Karen Perkins, Jeannie Robinson, Jenny Saunders, Beppy White
Follow the Muse...
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Photos by BBB, thank you!

SUCH FUN! Thanks to all who made it possible!

The Artists: Michael Coleman, Kitty Dodd,
Elaine Hurst, Ed King, Maria Pace
and Michelle Powell,

ROUNTON
farm

the Volunteers, the Walkers,

and our Event Partners:

Juneteenth 2015
Orange County, VIRGINIA

A Day to celebrate African American
Art, Music, History, food, Faith, Family & freedom!

admission: free (bring a folding chair)
Friday, June 19 / 5-8pm & Saturday, June 20 / 11am-6pm
at the
Orange Volunteer Fire Department Fair Grounds
Little Zion
Baptist Church

Saint Mary’s
Baptist Church
“Juneteenth” painting © artist Clinton Helms / www.candeartsstudios.com

